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…and not get desensitized. What The future 
“new normal” is, is largely up to us. 
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• 1970s/80s PCs
People can generate digital content in isolation (humans as 
digital creators)

• 1990s/2000s Internet
People can share digital content with anyone (sharing and 
scaling)

• 2010s Mobile/Cloud
Look ma! I put my computer AND the internet in my pocket! 

• 2023 

Gen AI ate the internet for breakfast,  
ushering in machines as digital 
creators, threatening to replace the 
internet with infinitely large numbers 
of artificially generated replicas of 
itself to create more food. Upends 
Earth while doing so. 
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Will AI as a degree 
grow legs?

What will that do to the CS 
curriculum?





But they will cheat!



Not a new problem.



Nor are the solutions.



Do we need new solutions?

• We have loads of great research on 
improving teaching, learning, 
outcomes, etc. 
• Pair programming is a rare example of 

one that has been put into practice 
somewhat widely.

• The disruption of Generative AI 
(coupled with the pandemic) creates an 
ideal moment to look on the shelf at 
what we have – when seeking “new” 
solutions to “new” problems.



What about new problems?

Will Generative AI impact 
the hidden/implicit 
curriculum?

Will it bring some of these 
topics into the light of day?

Will it move new topics into 
the hidden/implicit 
shadows?





Virtual 
teaching 
assistants?



Not just code



Not just software



Are we teaching from 
the Turing trap?

https://digitaleconomy.stanford.edu/news/the-turing-
trap-the-promise-peril-of-human-like-artificial-
intelligence/

”if [human-like artificial intelligence] leads machines 
to automate rather than augment human labor, it 
creates the risk of concentrating wealth and power. 
And with that concentration comes the peril of being 
trapped in an equilibrium where those without power 
have no way to improve their outcomes”

https://digitaleconomy.stanford.edu/news/the-turing-trap-the-promise-peril-of-human-like-artificial-intelligence/
https://digitaleconomy.stanford.edu/news/the-turing-trap-the-promise-peril-of-human-like-artificial-intelligence/
https://digitaleconomy.stanford.edu/news/the-turing-trap-the-promise-peril-of-human-like-artificial-intelligence/


Gen AI will shape our intakes. 
We just don’t know how. Yet.

• The media has a lot of influence on what 
students take computing courses and why

• The media attention on Gen AI has been 
unprecedented

• It also stands to dramatically affect industry & 
employment

• It would be crazy to think that this won’t 
affect our intakes.

nap.nationalacademies.org/read/24926/chapter/5#42

https://nap.nationalacademies.org/read/24926/chapter/5#42


But the models are biased! 



Turn that into a teaching opportunity!



There are other ethical & societal challenges in 
store...
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What do we know right 
now?
• Gen AI isn’t going anywhere

• Students are using Gen AI (possibly too much)

• Educators are using Gen AI (probably not enough)

• Assessment worries are one thing – fundamental changes 

to the discipline (actually, all disciplines) and how they are 

taught and learned are another.

• Model bias is one thing – Ethical and Societal effects (and 

use) are another.



What are other Educators 
doing right now?



www.manning.com/books/learn-ai-assisted-python-programming

http://www.manning.com/books/learn-ai-assisted-python-programming


dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3568813.3600138

https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3568813.3600138


arxiv.org/abs/2310.00658

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.00658


Where are you Going 
(with your students)?

• Are you teaching your computing students as not just 
the (future) creators of this tech, but the consumers? 

• Will you need to contribute towards reshaping 
EVERTHING? For instance, will you someday  grade 
students in terms of the improvement they 
demonstrate between week 1 and week 12, and not 
on if everyone met the same learning outcomes? 

• Are you going to be forced to not ignore the teaching 
& learning research you have (probably) been 
ignoring for the last several years/decades? 

• Are you keeping your eye on what others are doing 
now and what’s coming down the road next?

• Are you making sure you aren’t getting desensitized 
and tricked into taking for granted that this, today is 
the new normal? It need not be! 



Thanks! 
• www.brettbecker.com

http://www.brettbecker.com/
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